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CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Premium 
Cocoa Extract *****

Premium 
Cocoa Extract *****

Premium 
Cocoa Extract *****

Cocoa Solid 
Extract *****

Premium 
Cocoa Extract *****

Spray Dried 
Premium 
Cocoa Extract

*****

Cocoa Powder *****

Cocoa White 
Extract ***** Cocoa White Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean

Theobroma Cacao. It imparts sweet, fruity, cocao notes.

Spray Dried Premium Cocoa Extract ***** is the all-natural derivative of the cocoa bean Theobroma cacao, in a
spray-dried format.  It contains no excipients or carriers and is a 100% pure cocoa extract. 

Cocoa Powder ***** is the all-natural derivative of the cocoa bean Theobroma cacao. This product is a natural
cocoa powder that contains no artificial ingredients. It imparts sweet, chocolate notes.

Premium Cocoa Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean Theobroma cacao. This extract
has rich, spicy cocoa notes which are distinct from traditional cocoa extracts. 

Premium Cocoa Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean Theobroma cacao. It has a warm,
sweet, dark chocolate flavor.

Premium Cocoa Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean Theobroma cacao, in an
ethanol/water base.  It imparts strong, sweet, dark chocolate cocoa notes. 

Cocoa Solid Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean Theobroma cacao. It has mild, sweet
chocolate notes.

Premium Cocoa Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean Theobroma cacao in an
ethanol/water base.  It imparts sweet, chocolate notes, with underlying notes of rum and vanilla. 
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Premium 
Cocoa Extract *****

Cocoa Extract ***** Cocoa Extract ***** is the natural extract of the cocoa bean Theobroma cacao. It
imparts dark, sweet, cocoa notes. 

Cocoa Nibs 
Solid Extract ***** Cocoa Nibs Solid Extract ***** is the natural extract of roasted cocoa nibs. It is

sweet and dark with a rich depth of flovor.

Natural Cocoa 
Base *****

Natural Cocoa 
Extract *****

Cocoa Nib 
Solid Extract                 *****

Premium Cocoa Extract ***** is an all-natural alcoholic tincture of the roasted cocoa beanTheobroma cacao. It
imparts sweet, rich, cocoa notes, with undertones of vanilla.

Natural Cocoa Base ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean Theobroma cacao. This product is
composed of cocoa extractives in a solution of Propylene Glycol.

Natural Cocoa Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of the roasted cocoa bean Theobroma cacao. 

Cocoa Nib Solid Extract ***** is the all-natural extract of roasted cocoa nibs with a sweet, rounded, cocoa flavor.        


